
Our Venetian Theme and the “Anniversary Painting” 

at Venetian Pointe Dentistry! 

 
As written in this section of our website (entitled “What Sets Us Apart”), it was stated 

how “our Venetian themed-dental office may be unique”.  While this may be especially 

true outside of Venice, Italy, we have served Central Florida since 2003 affectionately 

thinking of our office being located in the fictitious Venetian Bay with our dental office 

being located at a pointe.  This was first envisioned in 2003 in honor of Dr. Richard C. 

Rampi’s relatives who are from Venice, Italy. 

 

There are several oil paintings located around the 

office promoting this theme.  They were 

commissioned by the very talented artist, Paul 

Vincenti (see www.paulvincentiart.com).  The 

most recent one was completed in May 2021 

ushering in the arrival of Dr. Richard A. Rampi.  

This is shown to the right.  In this scene, our office 

building is shown with a beacon of light 

(combining our nautical/lighthouse theme along 

with our Venetian one).  There are three gondolas 

shown in this scene – one with Dr. and Mrs. Richard C. Rampi, one with Dr. Palmer and 

his family, and one with Dr. Richard A. Rampi and his fiancée, Dr. Kiara Garcia (also a 

dentist).  Here, the gondoliers (dentists) are willing and able to “Guide the Way to Better 

Oral Health”! 

 

One of the many paintings especially 

endeared by many is our “Anniversary 

Painting”.  This is one of the several oil 

paintings located throughout our office.  

Members of “the crew” (our staff) are painted 

into this painting after 15 years of service.  

Included in this painting are Trish (34 years), 

Kimberly (29), Victoria (28), Marie (24), 

Janie (24), Janice (22), Lona (20), and 

Michelle (15) – all actively serving at VP 

Dentistry.  We invite you to view this painting 

the next time you’re at the office.  Even 

though the subjects are small in the painting, Paul did an incredible job of creating an 

impression of each of these ladies!  The dentists are very grateful for the service of the 

entire crew since, after all, an exemplary experience is the combined efforts of each and 

every member of the crew from the person who greets you as you enter, to the operators 

who provide your treatment, to the person who bids you farewell.  Buon viaggio! 

http://www.paulvincentiart.com/

